
 
 
 
 
                                                Doen 2 
Yellow Flower 
 
Materials: 
Papicolor card: cream white (smart P12), caramel (basic P26), Christmas red (basic P43) and 
Christmas green (thin) (basic P43) 
Decoupage sheet: Nel van Veen 2273 
Glazed pearls: Joy!Craft 0012 
Embroidery thread: Madeira gold 7 en Sulky 7055 
Stencil: Doen 2 
Tassel, large gold-coloured bead, organza ribbon, 4 small gold-coloured beads  
 
Use a 14.8 x 14.8 cm red, single-fold card (A4 -sheet cut in half).  Cut a 14.2 x 14.2 caramel square and 
a 13.5 x 13.5 cm cream white one. Place the stencil in the centre of the cream white card. Emboss 
and pierce the pattern. Trace the cutting lines onto the reverse side using a propelling pencil. Remove 
the stencil and rotate it.  It is easy to rotate the stencil on the heart of the flowers. Continue embossing 
and piercing until the entire pattern is finished. Cut out the pencil lines neatly, starting in the centre and 
working towards the edge. Lay the embossed border on thin Christmas red paper and secure it with 
low-tack tape. Using scissors to trim it and leave a narrow border.  Place a mark in pencil on  the 
reverse side of the cream white and Christmas red, to make it easy replacing the layers in the original 
position later on. Place the small corner template in each  corners of the cream white square (outer 
border). Embroider the patterns. Pierce a hole through  the Christmas red , single-fold card, near the 
top of the fold and thread the ribbon through it.  Stick all layers together. Attach the picture and make it 
3D. Finish off with glazed pearls and ribbon (tassel). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Basket with flowers 
 
Materials: 
Papicolor card: cerise (basic P33), light green (basic P47), carnation white (basic P03), blossom (basic 
P34) and green vellum  
Decoupage sheet: Diny van de Lustgraaf 1-2-3D punch 3D 501 
Glazed pearls: Joy!Craft E 03 
Embroidery thread: Madeira rayon 1106, 1116 and 1119 
Stencil: Doen 2 
 
Use a 15.5 x 26 cm cerise-coloured strip. Starting from the left make a mountain fold at 6.5 cm and a 
valley fold at 4 cm. Cut a 14.5 x 14.5 cm blossom square and a 5.5 x 14.5 cm rectangle for the side. 
Cut a 14 x 14 cm carnation white square and a 5 x 14 cm rectangle for the side. Trace the attached 
embroidery pattern. Copy the embroidery corner onto all corners of the carnation white (14 x 14 cm) 
card. Place the stencil onto light green card. Emboss and pierce the pattern. Using a propelling pencil 
trace the cutting lines onto the reverse side of the card. Remove the template and rotate the stencil. It 
is easy to rotate the stencil on the heart of the flowers. Continue embossing and piercing until the 
entire pattern is finished. Starting in the centre cut out all traced parts along the pencil line. Embroider 
all patterns. Use green vellum to emboss the flowers. Attach the picture and make it 3D. Finish the 
vellum flowers with glazed pearls. 

 
 
 

 
 
 



Attachment: Basket with flowers  



Cat 
 
Materials: 
Papicolor card: dark purple (basic P.46), aubergine (smart P.04), white (basic P.30) and  
mauve thin (basic P.37) 
Decoupage sheet: Studio Light STSL 353 
Embroidery thread: Sulky 7050, 7012 
Lilac organza ribbon 2,3 cm, lilac satin ribbon 3 mm, flower ribbon white and lilac 
Small white beads, 1 large silver-coloured bead and an icicle-shaped bead, 2 small silver -coloured 
beads 
Stencil: Doen 2 
 
Use a 14.8 x 14.8 cm dark purple, single-fold card (A4-sheet cut in half). Cut a 14.2 x 14.2 cm 
aubergine square and a 13.5 x 13.5 cm white one. Take the white square and place the stencil in the 
centre. Emboss the pattern. Trace the cutting lines onto the reverse side using a propelling pencil. 
Remove the stencil and rotate it.  It’s easy to rotate the stencil on the heart of the flowers. Continue 
embossing until the entire pattern is finished. Cut out the pencil lines neatly, starting  in the centre and 
working  towards the edge. Lay the embossed border on (thin) mauve-coloured paper.  Secure it with 
low-tack tape. Using a pair of scissors cut a frame. Mark the reverse side of the white and mauve-
coloured paper, to make it easy when replacing the frame in the original position later on. Finish the 
border with white flower ribbon and beads. Lay the small corner stencil on each corner of the white 
card (square outer border).  Embroider the patterns. Make a hole in the top of the fold of the dark 
purple, single-fold card and thread the ribbon through it. Tie it into a nice bow. Thread a thin satin 
ribbon through the icicle-shaped bead . Gather the two ends and thread them through the large bead. 
Secure the ribbon with 2 lilac flowers and 2 small beads. Thread one ribbon through the knot of the 
bow. Make a knot and hide it in the large bow. Attach the picture and make it 3D.  
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Vase with roses 
 
Materials: 
Papicolor card: cerise (basic P.33), apricot (basic P.24), white  (basic P.30) and 
apricot (thin) (basic.P24) 
Decoupage sheet: Joy Craft 6010/0005 
Embroidery thread: Madeira rayon 1106, 1053 
Organza ribbon  2,7  cm, satin ribbon 3 mm, pink flat-backed pearls, pearl cord, 2 large pearls   
Stencil: Doen 2 
 
Use a 14.8 x 14.8 cm cerise-coloured, single-fold card (A4-sheet cut in half).  Cut an 8.5 cm Ø into the 
centre of the front of the card. Cut a 14.2 x 14.2 cm apricot square and a 13.5 x 13.5 cm white one. 
Take the white square and place the stencil in the centre. Emboss and pierce the pattern. Trace the 
cutting lines onto the reverse side using a propelling pencil. Remove the stencil and rotate it.  It’s easy 
to rotate the stencil on the heart of the flowers. Continue embossing and piercing until the entire 
pattern is finished. Cut out the pencil lines neatly, starting in the centre and working towards the edge. 
Lay the embossed border on (thin) apricot paper and secure it with low -tack tape. Using a p air of 
scissors cut a frame. Mark the reverse side of the white and mauve-coloured paper, to make it easy 
when replacing the frame in the original position later on. Lay the small corner stencil on each corner 
of the white card (square outer border).  Embroider the patterns. Finish the embossed flowers off with 
flat-backed pearls.  Make a hole in the top of the fold of the cerise, single-fold card and thread the 
ribbon through it. Tie it into a nice bow. Thread a thin satin ribbon through the knot of the bow. Thread 
the ends through 2 beads. Secure the bead with a small knot. Attach the picture to an apricot circle on 
the inner side of the card and make it 3D. Finish the circle with a peel-off sticker border. 
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